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COMMENTS ON THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY, LLC 

EFFLUENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PLAN, 


HEMATITE DECOMMISSIONING PROJECT, 

FESTUS, MISSOURI 


GENERAL DISCUSSION 

~\t the request of the u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 0JRC), the Oak Ridge Institute for 

Science and Education (ORISE) reyie\ved the releyant sections of the W'estinghouse Electric 

Company, LLC (WEC) Hematite Decommissioning Project's Fjjll/ell/ and EIlI'irontJJen/a/ Monitoring 

Plan (WEC 2011). ORISE was specifically requested yia e-mail correspondence to re\'iew and 

e\'aluate Section 9 of the plan and the pl'Oposed use of the ~Iann-Kendall test for the detection of 

trends in the enyironmental monitoring data (NRC 2011). In addition to the review of the plan, the 

proposed statistical approach was compared with recommendations prO\'ided in Gilbert's 

authoritative text S/a/iJ'/ica/ Melbodrjfu' EIll!iroll!JIl'll/a/ PO//II/ioll MONi/oring (Gilbert 1987). 

ORISE offers the following obserYations for your consideration. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

OBSERVATION 1: 

The application of the Mann-Kendall test as prO\·ided in Section 9.5 and Appendi'{ D Data Quality 

Objectiyes (DQOs) is an appropriate statistical method to e\'aluate either a stable, upward, or 

downward trend of groundwater contaminant concentrations, However, it is ORISE's opinion that 

the monitoring plan lacks much of the specific information rele\'ant to how the test \vill be applied 

and other considerations. Information that has not been provided includes: 

1. 	 Per Section 9.5 and Table 2, WEC will use the Mann-Kendall test to analyze trends 

in soil, surface water, groundwater, and \'egetation samples. Are all of these media 

subject to exhibiting contamination level trending and if not, is this an appropriate 

method for evaluating data from these sample media? 

2. 	 How will the null hypothesis (H,,) be stated? As with any hypothesis test, 

overwhelming evidence is required to reject the assumed base condition (H,,) and 

accept the alternatin hypothesis (H J That is, will HI! be stated in such a way that 

there is no trend, a one-tailed upward trend, a one-tailed downward trend, or a 
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t\vo-tailed upward/dm\'!lward tren&' \lost example applications state H, with the 

base condition being no trend, then the H \ is stated where it accounts for either a 

one- or t\HHailed test. The rlTiewer anticipates that \VEC \yould be concerned with 

a one-tailed up\vard trend. 

3. 	 There are t\vo specific methods for applYing the test, dependent upon wht:ther II is < 

or ..to. The plan does not discuss this. \,\lhen /I ..to, a normal approximation test 1S 

used . 

..t. 	 The DQOs pro\-ided in ,\ppendix D prm'ide no specific information on the control 

of the a and ~ errors. 

5. 	 The document should prm'ide for additional data e\:1luation methods. For instance, 

the n:\·ie\\er assumes that the Mann Kendall will be applied for each monitoring 

well. The document does not discuss \\'hether the data from multiple monitoring 

stations \Y111 be e\'aluated to draw conclusions for the site as a \vhole. Section 16.4.4 

"Homogeneity of Statiom" in Gilbert 19H7 prm'ides additional information on this 

assessment.,\gain, ORISE would like to emphasize that the outlier 

discussions / e\'aluations in the plan lack clarity. 

CONCLUSION 1: 

The plan prm·ides limited information for prospectin: re\'iew and independent e\'aluation of the 

selected statistical test, controls on errors, application of the test, anomalous result e\'aluation, etc. 

PATH FORWARD 1: 

The re\·iewer recommends \VEC rense the plan to include more specific information that clead)' 

defines test parameters, inputs, and data quality assessment methods. ,\ detailed discussion of 

assumptions and uncertainties need to be presented, along \Yith an explanation of why the 

I\Iann-Kendall test 1S appropriate for aU sample media. 

OBSERVATION 2: 

The limitations of the test and how the site \\·ill account for these limitations are not discussed. 

These limitations are: 
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1. 	 The 0.1ann-Kendall test does not consider the magnitude elf the data; rather scores 

are gin.:n either a + I or -1 dependent upon the prior result for a gi\'en monitoring 

point. Therefore, dependent upon II, the test could conclude there is no trend when 

there are indeed mdividual results the site should c\'aluate. ,\n example would be 

results of 10 pCi/I; 9,(JOO pei/I; 8,S()() pCi/I; 9,SO() pei/I; and H,9()() pei/1. In this 

example, the result of the statistical test would be to fail to reject H" and conclude 

there is no trend, when obnoush' there is a significant and abmpt increase in 

concentration. "\nother example for the test concluding therc is a decreasing trend 

are the results: 0.:23; 5; 43; 921; 1 J4(); 103; 1.62; (l.23; 0.23; and (l.n. However, such 

a result is 1110re indicati\'e of a contaminant slug monng past the well. \Vould \'V'EC 

identify similar scenarios as an aekerse condition;:' PJso see Observation No.3.) 

The test \\'i11 not account for seasonality, nor for van'ing sampling or analytical 

methods. The underlying assumptions are that these conditions are 

known/controlled and that any trending is the result of natural attenuation. 

3. 	 Because of hmv the H" is generally stated, a "no trend" result for this test is not 

conclusive. It simply means there is insufficient lTideJ1ce to reject the H". The 

examples prm-ided above in Observation 2.1 illustrate this point. 

CONCLUSION 2: 


The plan as currently written does not discuss hm\" the limitations of selected statistical tests will be 


controlled. 


PATH FORWARD 2: 


ORISE recommends \'V!EC re\'be the plan to include more specific information regarding the test's 


limitations, anomaly detection, decislOn processes, and potential conclusion errors. 


OBSERVATION 3: 

Section 9.5, page 15 of 2H states that the Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) l\Ianager and 

Radiation Safety Officer (ltSO) \\'ill be notified if an ad\'erse trend i:; identified. How is an adn:'rse 

trend defmed? \Vould this be defined as one yuarterly monitoring round where the conclusion is 

there is an upward trend? \X!hat about indi\'idual anomalous results (refer also to Observation 2.1)? 
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The di~cu~~ion prm-ided in Section 1'1,2 :;tate:;: "" ,an ilwe:;tigation InTI for indi\-idual air and liquid 

effluent samples ha~ been established at 50 percent of the applicable ,'a lues in 1() eFR 20, 

<\ppendix 8." Is this intended to define \vhat is meant by an "ad\-erse trend?" 

CONCLUSION 3: 


The pIan is unclear in the discussion of anomalous results, 


PATH FORWARD 3: 


The reviewer recommends \X'EC re\'ise the plan to include 1110re specific information that clearly 


discusses anomah- detection and eyaluations for mdindual data points for all matrices_ 
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